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Abstract—In this paper we study the use of a portfolio of
policies for adversarial problems. We use two different portfolios
of policies and apply it to the game of Go. The first portfolio
is composed of different versions of the GnuGo agent. The
second portfolio is composed of fixed random seeds. First we
demonstrate that learning an offline combination of these policies
using the notion of Nash Equilibrium generates a stronger
opponent. Second, we show that we can learn online such
distributions through a bandit approach. The advantages of our
approach are (i) diversity (the Nash-Portfolio is more variable
than its components) (ii) adaptivity (the Bandit-Portfolio adapts
to the opponent) (iii) simplicity (no computational overhead)
(iv) increased performance. Due to the importance of games
on mobile devices, designing artificial intelligences for small
computational power is crucial; our approach is particularly
suited for mobile device since it create a stronger opponent simply
by biasing the distribution over the policies and moreover it
generalizes quite well.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of portfolio is at the center of a revolution in
machine learning [1], [2], Artificial Intelligence, planning,
combinatorial optimization [3], [4], [5] and games [6], [7],
[8]. “Portfolio” here refers to the family of algorithms used
in the solving, whereas “portfolio combination” or “combination” refers to the combined algorithm. There exist several
ways to build such combination. It can be combined either
“externally”, which refers to a process that do not explicitly
enters in each algorithm, through “chaining” [9], which means
interrupting one and using its state for another algorithm
or even “internally” [10]. The most famous applications of
portfolios are around SAT-solving[11].
In this paper, we focus on portfolio of policies. Portfolios of
policies have been less widely explored, except for e.g. combinations of local controllers by Fuzzy Systems[12], Voronoi
controllers[13] or some case-base reasoning[14]. These methods are based on “internal” combinations, using the current
state for choosing between several policies. We will here focus
on external combinations. Such combinations are sometimes
termed “ensemble methods”; however, we simply consider
weighted averages of already constructed policies, the simplest
case of ensemble methods.
A distribution over a portfolio can be computed either
offline [15] or online [16], [17]. In this paper, we use two
different methods. First we compute a Nash Equilibrium (NE)

over the portfolio of policies in an offline fashion. Second, we
compute online a distribution using a bandit approach. The
second case is adaptive, the coefficients will depend on the
opponent’s decisions.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a methodology that can generically improve the performance of policies
without actually changing the policies themselves, except
through the policy’s options or even the policy’s random
seed. Incidentally, we establish that the random seed can
have a contribution, just because it has an effect on rote
learning; while a fixed random seed cannot be strong against
an adaptive opponent, our policies are more diversified (for
the offline portfolio that we propose, which combines several
seeds) or adaptive (for the online portfolio that we propose).
It is particularly well suited when the computational power is
limited. We study 2 different portfolios of policies:
• The first one is a set of algorithms that can play the game
of Go (actually, different options of a same program). The
goal here is to find a probability distribution for choosing
among these algorithms.
• The second portfolio is composed of a set of random
seeds for a given algorithm that plays the game of Go.
The difficulty here lies in finding a distribution over the
set of random seeds such that it provides a strong strategy
either versus a known opponent (an opponent for which
we know the set of random seeds) or an unknown one.
In all cases we show that there is a way to compute a distribution over the portfolio such that it generates a robust (not
exploitable) agent: this is our Nash-portfolio. Moreover we
show that we can learn a specialized distribution, adaptively,
given a fixed stationary opponent. This is our UCBT-portfolio.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows. Section II
formalizes the settings. Section III describes our approach.
Section IV presents the results and Section V concludes.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
A policy π is defined as follows. Let us consider a state
space S, an initial state s0 ∈ S and a transition function
(s, a) 7→ (s0 , r) where r is the reward when playing action
a in state s. A policy π(·) selects an action a ∈ As given
the current state s ∈ S, where As is the set of legal actions
given the state s. The resulting state being s0 . In several cases,

the reward may not be directly observable. By repeating this
process until a final state sf ∈ Sf ⊆ S is reached, where Sf
is the set of final states, then the reward can be retrieved.
Moreover, we are interested in adversarial portfolios. This
means that more than one player can intervene in the outcome.
We limit ourselves to constant-sum 2-player games. In the
2-player case, each state s is equipped with a player index,
stating whether, in state s, it is player 1’s turn to play or player
2’s turn to play. A simulation starts at s0 , then decisions are
made by players, until a final state sf is reached. Thus, to get
a reward r, we must know the initial state s0 , the policy π1
for player 1 and the policy π2 for player 2.
We consider here matrix games with sum equal to 1 instead
of an arbitrary constant, without loss of generality. Consider
a matrix K × K 0 , with values in [0, 1]. This matrix models a
game as follows:
• Simultaneously and privately:
– Player 1 chooses i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
– Player 2 chooses j ∈ {1, . . . , K 0 }.
• Then they receive rewards as follows:
– Player 1 receives reward Mi,j .
– Player 2 receives reward 1 − Mi,j .
A pure strategy (for player 1) consists in playing a given,
fixed i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, with probability 1. A mixed strategy,
or simply P
a strategy, consists in playing i with probability
K
pi , where i=1 pi = 1 and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, pi ≥ 0. Pure
and mixed strategies for player 2 are defined similarly. Pure
strategies are a special case of mixed strategies.
It is known since [18] that there exist strategies p and q for
the first and second player respectively, such that
∀(p0 , q 0 ), p0 M q ≤ pM q ≤ pM q 0 .

(1)

p and q are not necessarily unique, but the value v = pM q
is unique and it is, by definition, the value of the game.
The exploitability of a strategy p for the first player is
exploit1 (p) = v − minq pM q. exploit1 (p) = 0 is equivalent
to the fact that p is the first-player part of a Nash equilibrium
(p, q). The exploitability of a strategy q for the second player is
exploit2 (q) = maxp pM q−v and it verifies similar properties.
III. A PPROACH
Section III-A explains how to combine policies offline,
given a set of policies for player 1 and a set of policies
for player 2. Section III-B explains how to combine policies
online, given a portfolio of policies for player 1 and given an
opponent.
A. Nash-portfolios: combining policies
Consider two players P1 and P2, playing some game (not
necessarily a matrix game). Assume that P1 has a portfolio
of K policies. Assume that P2 has a portfolio of K 0 policies.
Then, we can construct a static combination of these policies
by solving (i.e. finding a Nash equilibrium of) the matrix game
associated to the matrix M , with Mi,j the winning rate of
the ith policy of P1 against the j th policy of P2. Solving

this 1-sum matrix game provides p1 , . . . , pK and q1 , . . . , qK 0 ,
probabilities, and the combination consists in playing, for P1,
the ith policy with probability pi and, for P2, the j th policy
with probability qj . Such a combination will be termed here
a Nash-portfolio. By construction,
• the Nash-portfolio can play both as Black and as White;
• the Nash-portfolio does not change over time but is, in
the general case, stochastic.
Definition: given a set P1 of K policies for player 1 and
a set P2 of K 0 policies for player 2,
th
• the strategy (as player 1) playing the i
strategy for
player 1 with probability pi ;
th
• and the strategy (as player 2) playing the i
strategy for
player 2 with probability qi ;
is termed the Nash-portfolio of (P1 , P2 ) if the pi and qi are
defined as solutions of Eq. 1.
The Nash equilibrium can be found using an exact solving
of the matrix M [19]. It can also be found approximately
and iteratively, in sublinear time, as shown by [20], [21]; the
EXP3 algorithm is classical for doing so. Coevolution is also
a possibility [22], [23], [24].
From the properties of Nash equilibria, we deduce that the
Nash-portfolio has the following properties:
• It depends on a family of policies for player 1 and on a
family of policies for player 2. It is therefore based on a
training, as in, e.g., [15] in the framework of optimization.
• It is optimal (for player 1) among all combinations of the
pure strategies in the portfolio of player 1, in terms of
both
– worst case among the pure strategies in the portfolio
of player 2;
– worst case among the mixed strategies over the
portfolio of player 2.
• It is not necessarily uniquely defined.
In optimization settings, it is well known[25] that having a
somehow “orthogonal” portfolio of algorithms, i.e. algorithms
as different from each other as possible, is a good solution for
making the combination efficient. It is however difficult, in the
context of policies, to know in advance if two algorithms are
orthogonal.
B. UCBT-Portfolio
Section III-A assumed that P1 and P2 , two sets of strategies,
are available, and that we want to define a combination of
policies in P1 (resp. in P2 ). A different point of view consists
in adapting online the probabilities pi and qi , against a fixed
opponent. We propose the following algorithm (in the case
of player 1 having K policies at hand), directly inspired by
the bandit literature[26], [27], and, more precisely, by UpperConfidence-Bounds-Tuned (UCBT)[28]:
• Define ni = 0, ri = 0, for i ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
• For each iteration t ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . }.
– compute for each p
i ∈ {1, . . . , K} score(i) =
1
C log(4pt )/ni
min(1, ri /ni + 100

16
log(4pt )/ni ). using X/0 = +∞ (even for
+ 100
X = 0), p = 2.1 and C = 2 (UCBT, i.e. UCBTuned, formula).
– choose k maximizing score(k).
– play a game using algorithm k in the portfolio.
– if it is a win, ri ← ri + 1.
– ni ← ni + 1.
Definition. We refer to this adaptive player as UCBTPortfolio, or Bandit-Portfolio.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
The game of Go is an ancient oriental game, born in China
probably at least 2500 years ago. It is still a challenge for
artificial intelligence, as even though Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS[29]) revolutionized the domain, the best programs
are still far from the professional level. Go is a very deep
game[30], and professional Go players are still able to win
games against the best Go programs in 9x9.
Section IV-A focuses on a portfolio of different algorithms
(actually, variants of a same program, using different options)
and explores the performance of our approach on this setting.
Next, Section IV-B studies our approach but this time over a
portfolio of deterministic policies, obtained by fixing random
seeds in a randomized program. Thanks to very low computational cost, both settings are relevant for the application of
our approach on mobile devices.
A. Portfolio of algorithms
1) Test case: variants of a program: We consider the
problem of combining several options, leading to several
variants (each variant corresponds to a set of options which
are enabled), of an artificial intelligence for the game of Go.
Our matrix M is a 32×32 matrix, where Mi,j is the winning
rate of the ith variant of GnuGo (as black) against the j th
variant of GnuGo (as white). We consider all combination
of 5 options of GnuGo, hence 32= 25 variants. In short,
the first option is ‘cosmic-gnu’, which focuses on playing at
the center, thus usually weakening the AI. The second option
is the use of fuseki (global opening book). The third option
is ‘mirror’, which consist in mirroring your opponent at the
early stage of the game. The fourth option is the large scale
attack, which evaluates if a large attack across several groups is
possible. The fifth option is the break-in. It consists in breaking
the game into territories that require deeper tactical reading
and are impossible to detect otherwise. It revises the territory
valuations. Further details on the 5 options are listed on our
website https://www.lri.fr/∼teytaud/games.html.
In this section, experiments are performed on the convenient
7x7 framework, with MCTS having 300 simulations per move
- this setting is consistent with the mobile device setting.
After extracting the matrix M by intensive experiments on
a cluster, we solve the matrix game associated to M and get
a portfolio for Black and a portfolio for White.
In this section we refer to the ith algorithm for Black as
BAIi (Black Artificial Intelligence # i), and WAIj is the j th
algorithm for White.

2) Nash-based portfolio: We here check the exploitability
of our method, compared to other combinations. The other
considered combinations are:
• Uniform combination: each pure strategy is equally likely.
• Maximal pure combination: choose the pure strategy
which maximizes the average reward against the uniform
combination.
By definition, the exploitability of the Nash-portfolio method
is zero, because it is a Nash equilibrium. But other methods
usually have a positive exploitability. We here quantify this
phenomenon. We get the following on the data set described
above (variants of a program):
• Value of the 32 × 32 matrix game: 61.18% (i.e. the game
is easier for Black).
• In the NE, the number of selected options is 5 for Black
and also 5 for White, i.e. roughly 15.6% of the variants
are in the Nash.
• Against a uniform random combination of the 32 options,
the winning rate of the Nash-portfolio as Black (resp.
White) is 65.52% (resp. 49.71%), i.e. the Nash-portfolio
outperforms the uniform random combination by 4.35%
as Black (resp. 10.9% as White).
• Exploitability of Portfolios with one option only (selected
as the best on average):
– Exploitability of the
Portfolio restricted to BAIi, with
PK 0
i = arg max j=1 Mi,j : 3.15%.
– Exploitability of P
the Portfolio restricted to WAIj,
K
with j = arg min i=1 Mi,j : 5.85%.
Conclusion: We conclude that our Nash-combination is moderately better than each combination of options considered
separately. This section is devoted to experiments limited to a
learning set of 32 combinations of options for each player, and
therefore could be considered as an overfit; we will check the
efficiency of our Nash-Portfolio in generalization in Section
IV-B4, on the second test case (random seeds), for which
results of the Nash portfolio are better.
3) UCBT Portfolio: Here we present the losing rate of our
UCBT Portfolio against 2 baselines. The first baseline is the
Nash equilibrium (label N ash in Figure 1), which consists
in computing the Nash portfolio as in the previous section.
The second baseline is the uniform player (label U nif ) which
consists in playing each variant with the same probability.
Here, we apply our UCBT Portfolio for learning
• As White against Nash-portfolio.
• As Black against Nash-portfolio.
• As White against each pure Black policy.
• As Black against each pure White policy.
Losing rates of the recommended variant are presented in
Fig. 1. All results are averaged over 1000 runs. The X-axis
shows the number of iterations of UCBT (i.e. number of
played games for learning) whereas the Y-axis represents the
frequency at which the game is lost.
Conclusion: We see that (i) UCBT eventually reaches,
against Nash-portfolio, approximately the value of the game
for each player (ii) the Nash-portfolio is among the most

Fig. 1: Losing rate of UCBT-portfolio, versus the online learning time, against (i) Nash-Portfolio (black line) (ii) each variant
independently (stars). X-axis: log2(number of iterations of UCBT (i.e. number of played games for learning). Y-axis: frequency
at which the game is lost. In this case, the variants under work are GnuGo variants (different options). All experiments are
reproduced 1000 times.

difficult opponents (the curve decreases slowly only). (iii) each
deterministic combination of options is clearly beaten after
some runs, which shows the adaptivity of UCBT Portfolio
and therefore its efficiency as a eTeacher.
B. Portfolio of Random Seeds
1) Test case: The previous section combines existing algorithms. Now, this section (i) creates variants thanks to different
random seeds and (ii) combine them. This means that Mi,j
is 1 if, with random seed i, Black wins against White with
random seed j. Importantly, the number of games to be played
for getting the matrix involved in the Nash-portfolio (Eq. 1)
is K 2 , with K the number of random seeds under tests no need for playing multiple games as random seeds make
it deterministic. For making the random seed principle more
convincing, we switch to 9x9, which is harder than 7x7 in
terms of rate-learning.
[6] proposed a combination of opening book, using tools
similar to those we propose in Section III-A for combining
policies. We here propose to simply use GnuGo’s random seed
for having several Gnugo variants (hence, programs playing

the opening differently). The random seed of GnuGo makes
the program deterministic, by fixing the seed used in all
random parts of the algorithm. We define 32 variants, using
“GnuGo –level 10 –random-seed V” with V in {1, . . . , 32}.
In other words, we use a MCTS with 80 000 simulations per
moves.
2) Nash-based portfolio: We here check the exploitability
of our method, compared to other combinations. By definition,
the exploitability of the Nash-portfolio method is zero, because
it is a Nash equilibrium. But other methods are exploitable.
We here quantify this phenomenon. We get the following on
the data set described at the beginning of Section IV:
•
•
•

•

Value of the game: 54.16% (i.e. the game is easier for
Black).
The winning rate at the Nash equilibrium for the Black
player is incidentally the value of the game 54.16%.
In the NE, the number of selected options is 11 for Black
and 9 for White. This indicates that roughly 31 of the
random seeds are relevant.
Against a uniform random combination of the 32 options,

the winning rate of the Nash-portfolio as Black (resp.
White) is 68.51% (resp. 38.80%), i.e. the exploitability
of the uniform random combination is 14.35% (resp.
15.36%).
• Exploitability of Portfolios with one option only:
– Exploitability of the
Portfolio restricted to BAIi, with
PK 0
i = arg max j=1 Mi,j : 44.24%.
– Exploitability of the
PKPortfolio restricted to WAIj,
with j = arg max i=1 Mi,j : 33.38%.
Conclusion: Nash-portfolios seems useful even in cases in
which an optimal deterministic policy exists, such as fully
observable games (Go is such a case). The generalization
ability will be tested in Section IV-B4.
3) Learning UCBT: Here we present the losing rate of
UCBT against 3 baselines. The first baseline is the Nash
equilibrium (label N ash and previously defined in Section
III-A. The second baseline is the uniform player (label U nif )
which consists in playing uniformly each option of the bandit.
The third baseline consists in playing a single deterministic
strategy (only one random seed) regardless of the opponent.
Figure 2 presents the results. The x-axis represents the
number of iterations (on logarithmic scale) of UCBT (i.e.
number of played games for learning). The y-axis is the
frequency at which the game is lost. All results are averaged
over 1000 runs.
First and foremost, as the number of iterations grows, there
is a clear learning against both N ash and U nif baselines. We
see that (i) UCBT eventually reaches, against Nash-portfolio,
approximately the value of the game for each player (ii) the
Nash-portfolio is among the most difficult opponents (the
curve decreases slowly only). We can also observe from Figure
1 that against the U nif baseline UCBT learns a strategy that
outperforms this opponent.
When it plays as the Black player, it takes less than 27 (128)
games to earns the correct strategy and wins with a 100 % ratio
against every single deterministic variant. As the White player,
it is even faster with only 25 games required to always win.
Conclusion: UCBT can learn very efficiently against a fixed
deterministic opponent; this confirms its ability as a eTeacher.
It performs better than Nash-portfolio against Uniform, showing that even against a stochastic opponent it can perform
well, and in particular better than the Nash. This is not a
contradiction with the Nash optimality; the Nash portfolio is
optimal in an agnostic sense, whereas UCBT tries to overfit
its opponent and can therefore exploit it better.
4) Generalization ability of Nash-Portfolio: Here we are
interested in the generalization of a Nash-portfolio. In other
words, whether it is possible to use a distribution computed
over a portfolio of policies (learnt against a given set of
opponent policies) against new opponent policies that were
not part of the initial matrix. The idea is to select a submatrix
of size N , choose a combination in this submatrix (i.e. this
is the learning set) and make it play against the remainder of
the seeds (i.e. this is the validation set).
Figure 3 presents the results of 3 different approaches.
The first approach, labeled N ash, is to use the distribution

representing the NE computed on the initial submatrix against
the new opponent policies. The second approach, labeled
BestArm is to select the single best performing policies. The
third, our baseline, is to use the uniform distribution U nif over
the initial set of seeds. The x-axis represents the number of
policies N considered (hence a matrix M = N 2 ). The y-axis
shows the win rate of the different approaches. All experiments
are reproduced 1 000 times.
From Figure 3 we can observe that there is a clear advantage
to use either the N ash or the BestArm approach when facing
a new set of policies. Moreover, as expected, as the size of
the initial matrix grows, the winning rates of both N ash and
BestArm increase when compared to the baseline.
It does not come as a surprise that the approach BestArm
performs slightly better than the N ash against a uniformly
random opponent. The BestArm approach is particularly
well suited to play against such an opponent. However, the
BestArm policy is easily exploitable.
Figure 4 shows the difference between a N ash policy
and a BestArm policy in terms of exploitability. The x-axis
represents the number of policies considered. The y-axis shows
the loss rates. All experiments are reproduced 100 times.
From Figure 4 it clearly appears that BestArm is a strategy
very easy to exploit. Thus, even if Figure 3 shows that the use
of the BestArm policy outperforms N ash versus the uniform
baseline, N ash is a much more resilient strategy.
Conclusion: The Nash portfolio and the BestArm portfolio provides a stable solution which generalizes against
new opponents. The Nash portfolio is by definition optimal
as a worst case against a given set of opponents, but the
BestArm performs better in generalization against a fixed
uniform portfolio.
V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed two algorithms for combining policies:
• The Nash-Portfolio, which learns offline, given a family
of variants for each player;
• The Bandit(UCBT)-Portfolio, which learns online, given
an opponent.
We have seen that:
• The Nash-Portfolio is more diversified than any of its
components; it is harder to learn against than any of its
components and harder to learn against than the uniformPortfolio;
• The UCBT-Portfolio can learn a combination until reaching the exploitability of a stationary opponent (this is
mathematically guaranteed by properties of UCBT, which
is a consistent bandit algorithm in the discrete setting).
In particular, it defeated clearly the deterministic variants
in Fig. 2, reaching 100% winning rate. It also performs
quite well against the default policy, which is uniformly
randomized random seed. Only the Nash-Portfolio resists
much better, which shows that we can enhance a randomized algorithm a lot, just by biasing the choice of
the random seed.
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The Nash-portfolio generalizes efficiently to new opponents,
as shown by Section IV-B4. Therefore our tools provide an
easy improvement, on top of randomized algorithms equipped
with a random seed, or on top of variants of an algorithm.
The computational cost could potentially become an issue in
Section IV-A (as we averaged multiple games for building the
matrix). It is not the case in Section IV-B where deterministic
games are used. It should also be pointed out that solving
Nash was fast, and if needs be, we can further the speed of
the computation using algorithms that can -approximate a NE

in sublinear time[20], [21] - so that a number of games linear
in max(K, K 0 ) log(KK 0 )/2 (less than the number K × K 0
of elements in the matrix) is sufficient.
Results are therefore both
•

•

An improvement in terms of eTeaching; our UCBTPortfolio algorithm is more difficult to overfit, more diversified, than the uniform random seed, and is adaptive.
This does not involve any additional computing power as
UCBT is online and has a negligible internal cost.
An improvement in terms of adaptivity; our Nash-
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